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Editorial
The essential requirement for illuminate quality data and minimize
using manual entry and increasing computational techniques over past
three decades resulted in more significant advancements in the field of
‘Quality’. Journal of Applied Pharmacy is a peer reviewed Open Access
Journal desire to get to the bottom of research and development in the
field of Quality Assurance aspect mainly focusing on medical device
Industries, pharmaceutical, Healthcare, and Technology Industries.
This journal articles are peer reviewed by distinguished researchers
and Industry experts, eminent and experienced delegates from
academia who are working in quality assurance of the organization,
academic and Institution research boards as editors and who work on
superior quality of journals.
The main aim of journal is to publish high quality original research
workflow data from project initiation to winding up the maintenance
of the same project, data accuracy from the date of entry to the project
closing in all aspects. Quality assurance results papers, viewpoint
articles, technical papers, conceptual papers, case studies, literature
reviews and general reviews related to the theory to serve the
enthusiastic Bioinformatics research community.

The research areas include
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quality Assurance
Quality Control
Method Validations
Method Development
Phase Audits
System Audits
Compliance Audits
Regulatory Affairs
Pharmacokinetics
Pharmacodynamics
Medical devices
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•
•
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•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Institution regulations
Animal welfare regulations
Standard operating Procedures (SOPs)
Corrective and Preventive Actions (Pharma, medical device,
research and Healthcare sectors)
Regulations (FDA, EPA, OECD, ICH, ISO e.tc.)
CFRs ( Code for Federal Regulations)
Clinical trial Monitoring
Drug and Device approvals
GLP studies (God Laboratory Practices)
GMP (Good Manufacturing Practices)
GDP (Good Document Practices)
GCP (Good Clinical Practices)
Device evaluations
QbD (Quality by Design)
Protocol Amendments & Deviation Reports (PADR)
Chain of Custody in research study

The editorial board has right to reject or accept, or request for
clarification or more about submitted article in form of comments on
any research/review paper/abstract and if necessary, editing may
constitute minor structural changes to the paper/ article. All articles
published in an Open Access journal will be free for everyone to read,
download, copy and distribute. We anticipate that our readers from all
corners of the globe relish the experience of exploring knowledge of
innovative work carried out in various fields of Bioinformatics through
this journal.
We cordially invite enthusiastic Industry people, researchers,
Academicians to submit their high quality articles from all aspects of
Quality Assurance with regards to Pharma, medical device and Health
care sector for review and possible publication in our inaugural issue.
All authors who are in the article must agree on the content of the
manuscript and its submission for publication in this journal before it
is submitted to us.
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